The trunk neural crest and its early glial derivatives: a study of survival responses, developmental schedules and autocrine mechanisms.
Regulation of survival during gliogenesis from the trunk neural crest is poorly understood. Using adapted survival assays, we directly compared crest cells and the crest-derived precursor populations that generate satellite cells and Schwann cells. A range of factors that supports Schwann cells and glial precursors does not rescue crest, with the major exception of neuregulin-1 that rescues crest cells provided they contact the extracellular matrix. Autocrine survival appears earlier in developing satellite cells than Schwann cells. Satellite cells also show early expression of S100beta, BFABP and fibronectin and early survival responses to IGF-1, NT-3 and PDGF-BB that in developing Schwann cells are not seen until the precursor/Schwann cell transition. These experiments define novel differences between crest cells and early glia and show that entry to the glial lineage is an important point for regulation of survival responses. They show that survival mechanisms among PNS glia differ early in development and that satellite cell development runs ahead of schedule compared to Schwann cells in several significant features.